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Make word search online printable

Create your own custom word search worksheets! A variety of options are available, such as font size, font style, lowercase or uppercase letters, grid shape, word placement, and more. Experiment with the following settings to find the best results for printing. You may also need to adjust your browser's page layout (change margins,
header/footer, or switch to horizontal/vertical mode), and then go to Print Preview before printing. These options are located under the browser's File menu. Landscape mode works best for many puzzles. Also, set the margins to 0.5 or less. Before you create your puzzle, you may also want to highlight the word list and press Ctrl+C to
keep a copy of it on your computer clipboard. This way, if you need to go back and change the settings, you can paste the words into the space by pressing Ctrl+V. Otherwise you will have to type them again. (These shortcut commands work on Windows systems.) NOTE: If you are concerned about inappropriate words in randomized
letters, be sure to read before sharing with students. Word Search Maker More Puzzle Search Site Map Privacy Policy © TheWordSearch.com Printable Word Searches Play Hangman Sample Word Search Puzzle Generator ImagesBelow are two examples of beginner and intermediate word searches! Word Search Maker creates the
puzzle page as well as a solution page. autumn leaves beeps cycling bunny with eggs fire hot winter cute crawlies dino friends dolphins Easter egg hunting fireworks hiking hot cocoa kayak leprechaun and golden mr snowman outdoor space puppy love rainbow and clover sailing school snorkeling spider and cat spring birds spring squirrel
flowers and snowflakes under Valentine's Day sea water slide balloons Making a wordsearch is easy. Cut and paste your words, or choose from preinstalled word lists. Then solve the puzzle online. You can also make a printable version by clicking the Options 2 tab and selecting the To print box. Explore other options, such as saving
your settings. If you can see this, your browser does not understand IFRAME. However, we will still link you to the file. Tags: Word Searches Free Word Search Creator (and other things) Here in Datagame, we love free stuff. Especially fun free stuff. So when we noticed a large chunk of web traffic was coming to our website looking for a
to do printable word search puzzles, we thought: Why not put together a free word search creator? After all, our Word Search Meta game is really good at creating word search puzzles. It was originally built for use in market research and online surveys (and we still encourage you to do that), but if you want to do a puzzle for your class or
birthday party or whatever crazy thing you do with word search puzzles, we've covered you. Instructions Type the words you want to hide in the word search puzzle (one per line, please). The tool will ignore anything that is not a letter, such as spaces or punctuation. Specify the size of the size you want for your puzzle. Choose how
difficult you would like to make your puzzle. Click Give me my puzzle! Enjoy your free word search puzzle! Puzzle!
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